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 The following information is provided as a service to our users and customers: 
 

Conversion of PDD to TMR 
 
IMSure calculations use the Tissue Maximum Ratio (TMR) method (Khan, BJR 
25), which is also referred to as the TPR or Tissue Phantom Ratio method.  TMR 
is a ratio of dose measured at the nominal isocenter for a given depth and field 
size to the dose measured at isocenter and dmax for the same field size, where 
dmax is the nominal depth of maximum dose for the reference field size.  Typically 
this reference field size is chosen to be 10x10 cm.  
 
True TMR measurements require raising and lowering the phantom while holding 
the chamber at isocenter.  These can be quite time consuming, and so they are 
generally only performed as a spot check for TMR values that have been 
computed from the more standard percentage depth dose (PDD) measurements 
with a fixed phantom, typically with the phantom surface at the nominal SSD.   
 
In this case, TMR at a given depth (d) and field size at depth (f) is defined as the 
normalized depth dose corrected for phantom scatter variations with field size 
and the inverse square geometric dose falloff: 

 
TMR(d,f) = FDD(d,fnom) * PSC(d,f) * ISQ(d) 

 
Where  

FDD(d,fnom) is the fractional depth dose at the depth of interest for the 
nominal PDD field size fnom that yields a field size f at the depth of 
interest.  Note that FDD(d,fnom) = PDD(d,fnom)/100%.  Also, for a 
PDD measured at SSD = SAD, fnom is the field size at the surface of 
the phantom, so in that instance, fnom = f * (SSD/SSD+d).  

PSC(d,f) is the phantom scatter correction, defined below. 
ISQ(d) is the inverse square correction factor, also defined below. 

 
As phantom scatter depends on the field size, and as field size diverges with 
depth, a phantom scatter correction must be applied to the PDD data to account 
for the field size being different at the depth of interest than it is at dmax.  PSC is 
thus the ratio of the phantom scatter factor, Sp, for the field size at dmax to the 
field size at depth d. 
  

PSC(d,f) = Sp[f * (SSD+dmax)/(SSD+d)] / Sp(f) 
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ISQ(d) is the inverse square correction  
  

ISQ(d) = [(SSD+d)/(SSD+dmax)]2 
 

Note that using these corrections will always set TMR(dmax,f) = 1.0 regardless of 
field size. 
 

Obtaining the Output Factor, Sc,p  

when data are measured other than at SAD and dmax 

 
The IMSure model defines the output factor (OF) for open fields as the total 
scatter factor, Sc,p(f), which is the measured dose at isocenter at the reference 
depth (dmax) normalized to the measured dose at isocenter and dmax for the 
reference field size (typically 10x10 cm).  It is well understood that for 
measurements at shallow depths electron contamination may still be present for 
most megavoltage x-ray systems.  Therefore, most physicists prefer to take 
output factor measurements at some depth greater than dmax, typically at 5 cm.  
However, attenuation of the dose varies with field size, and so a correction must 
be made to the measured data to account for this before the values are used in 
IMSure. 
 
Note that these two measurement geometries (i.e. the actual measurement at 5 
cm and the desired measurement at dmax) are identical to the geometries 
described for the ideal TMR measurement.  A formula can thus be derived from 
the Conversion of PDD to TMR above, which will be self-consistent with the 
IMSure model. 
 
From the definition of Sc,p given above and using a reference field size of 10 cm, 

Sc,p(f) = Dose(dmax,f,SAD) / Dose(dmax,10,SAD) 
 
For an unblocked field, the dose will be  
 Dose(d,f,dist) = MU * K * ISQ(dist) * TMR(d,f) * Sc(f) * Sp(f), 
 
Where MU is Monitor Units, K is the machine output calibration factor and ISQ is 
the inverse square correction factor.  Since the product of collimator and 
phantom scatter is the total scatter factor,  

Sc,p(f)  = Sc(f) * Sp(f), 
 

One can solve for Sc,p(f) in the dose calculation for the unblocked field, 
Sc,p(f)  = Dose(d,f,dist) / TMR(d,f) / MU / K / ISQ(dist); 
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And for any given field size at two different depths measured at isocenter,  

Dose(d1,f,SAD) / TMR(d1,f) = Dose(d2,f,SAD) / TMR(d2,f). 
  

Since TMR(dmax,f) = 1 for all field sizes,  
Dose(dmax,f,SAD) = Dose(d,f,SAD) / TMR(d,f). 

 
This can be used with the first equation for Sc,p(f) above to give,  

Sc,p(f) = [Dose(d,f,SAD) / Dose(d,10,SAD)] * [TMR(d,10) / TMR(d,f)]. 
 
Sc,p for measurements at depths other than dmax can be calculated directly from 
this, provided TMR data are already available.  To calculate Sc,p from depth dose 
data, recall that 

TMR(d,f) = FDD(d,fnom) * PSC(d,f) * ISQ(d),  
 
So, 

TMR(d,10) / TMR(d,f) = PDD[d,10*SSD/(SSD+d)] / PDD(d,fnom) * 
PSC(d,10) / PSC(d,f) 

 
The ratio of the two PSC terms is 
     Sp[10*(SSD+dmax)/(SSD+d)] / Sp(10) * Sp(f)/Sp[f*(SSD+dmax)/(SSD+d)] ~= 1.00 
 
This approximation is valid for clinically usable megavoltage energies, and it will 
be within 3/100 of one percent for all field sizes.  Note that this is a fortunate but 
necessary assumption, since without this simplification, obtaining Sp and TMR 
from PDD, Sc and Sc,p without already knowing the values of  Sp would be 
impossible. 
 
Finally, the equation below can be used to convert output factors taken with the 
chamber at isocenter but at a depth other than dmax. 
 

Sc,p(f) = Dose(d,f,SAD) / Dose(d,10,SAD) * PDD[d,10*SSD/(SSD+d)] / 
PDD(d,fnom) * PDD(dmax,fnom) / (PDD[dmax,10*SSD/(SSD+d)] 

 
The final ratio, PDD(dmax,fnom)/(PDD[dmax,10*SSD/(SSD+d)], added to this 
equation simply accounts for the fact that the actual maximum dose for any given 
PDD curve may be at a location other than the nominal dmax.  If the maximum 
dose is at the nominal dmax for both PDD curves, this term will be unity.  
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Obtaining Sc(f) 

 
Given that one has already obtained Sc,p, it now becomes necessary to measure 
collimator scatter, Sc, to complete the basic IMSure data set. 
 
Sc must be measured using a buildup cap of at least dmax radius, such as the 
MiniPhantom detection system available from Standard Imaging, Inc.  Ideally, Sc 
would be measured at isocenter for all field sizes, but the field must completely 
expose the buildup cap or dose equilibrium will not be reached inside the 
measurement chamber.  Thus, for an 18 MV beam requiring a 3.0 cm radius 
buildup cap, the smallest field size that could be measured reliably would be a 
field size of 6x6 cm. 
 
This limitation can be overcome by taking advantage of the divergence of the 
field with distance, i.e. by moving the chamber to 150 cm or even 200 cm. 
 
Using this approach, collimator scatter for a high energy beam can be measured 
for a 3x3 cm field, which would project to 6x6 cm at 200 cm.  As the inverse 
square effect will reduce the measured output, these small field sizes must be 
corrected.  Confidence in the extended distance measurements can be 
increased by also measuring a few of the mid-range field sizes at both distances. 
 
So, first measure all fields from 6x6 cm and up at isocenter with an appropriate 
buildup cap.  Then measure fields from 2x2 cm to 10x10 cm at extended 
distances and apply an inverse square correction.  The overlap between the two 
curves from 6-10 cm will allow A) appropriate normalization of the extended 
distance measurements, and B) a region of congruence between the two data 
sets which will give the physicist more confidence in the appropriateness of the 
obtained results. 
 
It is possible to measure even smaller field sizes but only with very small 
chambers and high atomic number buildup caps of dmax thickness. 

 
Extrapolating Sc(f) and Sc,p(f) to f=0 

   
Sc,p cannot be measured at small field sizes without compromising the model and 
making questionable conversions.  Unfortunately, this means that Sc,p for higher 
energies and smaller field sizes must be inferred from small Sc field sizes.   
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To do this, first obtain Sc,p and Sc.  Obtain the known phantom scatter, Sp, from   

Sp (f) = Sc,p(f) / Sc(f) 
 

Then, back-extrapolate Sp and Sc to zero.  For most accelerators and energies, a 
smooth curve would be expected for both.  The product Sc(0) * Sp(0) gives the 
extrapolated Sc,p(0).    
 
The three source model is insensitive to output factor values for field sizes below 
3x3 cm as long as the point-source (Sc(0)) is back-extrapolated realistically.  The 
IMSure model does not benefit from inserting additional unmeasured points 
between the zero field size and the smallest reliable field size for Sc.  However, 
Sc,p should have values at all of the same field sizes that Sc does, even if the 
smallest must be estimated, as above. 
 
A linear extrapolation from the two smallest measured field sizes seems to work 
fairly well in practice.  If either Sc(0) or Sp(0) are below values of 0.85, the 
modeling of the head scatter will over-weight the secondary scatter sources.  
More typical values for Sp(0) are between 0.88 and 0.97 depending on energy 
(the higher the energy, the lower the zero-field scatter).  Typical values for Sc(0) 
are between 0.88 and 0.92 (again, higher energy would equate to lower zero 
field output). 
 

Extrapolating TMR(d,0) 
   
IMSure requires that the TMR data also be extrapolated back to a zero field size.   
The model is somewhat insensitive to the method used to do this (linear, 
exponential, polynomial, etc). 
 
A simple linear extrapolation from the two smallest fields seems to work fairly 
well, assuming the TMR data for those fields are reasonably smooth.  With TMR 
values for field sizes 3 cm and 4 cm, a linear extrapolation for each depth would 
be 
 TMR(d,0) = TMR(d,3) – [TMR(d,4) – TMR(d,3)] * (3-0)/(4-3) 
       = 4* TMR(d,3) – 3* TMR(d,4) 
  
An even simpler logarithmic extrapolation also works well, effectively condensing 
the field size axis.  For the above example of 3 cm and 4 cm field sizes,  
 TMR(d,0) = TMR(d,3) – [TMR(d,4) – TMR(d,3)]  
       = 2* TMR(d,3) – TMR(d,4) 
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